8MS® Cloud Carrier Express
Carrier Express® can be used as a standalone application for automatically provisioning tollfree multi-carrier end routing, or as part of 8MS Cloud, to provide simultaneous one-step
provisioning through Somos SMS/800. Either way, Carrier Express saves you money by
increasing automation and making toll-free provisioning easy.
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8MS Cloud offers several cloud services for provisioning.

Provisioning toll-free numbers is typically a two-step
process. Toll-free provisioning personnel first reserve
and activate toll-free numbers in SMS/800. Afterward,
they work with their carriers to get those numbers
correctly routed and terminated in the network.
Carrier Express, as a standalone cloud service,
automates the network provisioning process across
multiple major carriers including AT&T, Verizon, Level
3, and Impact Telecom. If used in conjunction with
8MS Cloud Core, it also automates toll-free number
provisioning in the SMS/800 registry in the same
process.
By using 8MS Cloud provisioning, your staff can turn
up their toll-free services faster, without errors, and
with better and more efficient routing plans. The result
is a significant reduction in costs, time to revenue, and
higher customer satisfaction.
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 MS Cloud Carrier Express allows you to add,
8
change, and delete toll-free numbers with multiple
carriers simultaneously. For each number managed,
a user can specify the associated carrier routing
plan. Carrier routing is easily activated or deactivated.

Carrier
Express supports batch record management
based on 8MS Cloud’s number list capability, and
users can view their entire toll-free inventory to see
the toll-free number routing records associated with
each carrier.
 sers can make updates to routing records before
U
or after completing the toll-free activation in the
SMS/800 repository, as there are no dependencies
between these two steps.

“Activating our toll-free numbers
at the carrier level with Carrier
Express has shortened and
simplified our new customer
turn-up process.”
Kerrie A. Miller | Provisioning Specialist II
Wholesale Carrier Services, Inc.

Using Carrier Express with 8MS Cloud provides significant advantages for both RespOrgs and the carriers
they use. For RespOrgs, faster, more accurate provisioning and more efficient route optimization results
in cost savings and makes them more competitive
because they can accomplish the entire provisioning
process in a single step. Furthermore, their provisioning is much more accurate, thereby eliminating rework
and thus shortening the time to revenue.
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8MS® Cloud Carrier Express

8MS Cloud Platform Services

About 8MS Cloud

8MS Cloud Core - The main application service of the
platform that simplifies and automates the provisioning
of toll-free numbers.

CSF’s leading SaaS platform simplifies and automates
toll-free number provisioning and complex routing
with increased automation and a simple administrative
interface.

8MS Cloud Carrier Express - A standalone or add-on
service of the platform that automates the carrier-side
provisioning and activation process.
8MS Cloud API - An add-on service that allows carriers and RespOrgs to streamline the toll-free number
provisioning flow and integrate the power of 8MS
Cloud into their in-house IT infrastructures.
8MS Cloud CPRGen - An add-on service that automates the generation, management, and optimization
of complex geographic toll-free routing.

With 8MS Cloud, you can reserve, update, and activate toll-free numbers in bulk in the Somos SMS/800
database and major carrier networks. Use 8MS Cloud
to optimize the routing of toll-free numbers based on
geography and least cost, and quickly re-route them
during an emergency. The platform also provides a
turnkey solution for text enabling toll-free numbers
from the same interface, without the need to establish
separate relationships with texting providers. Visit
www.8mscloud.com to learn more.

8MS Cloud LCRGen - An add-on service that creates
least-cost routing by minimizing external carrier costs
and generating optimized toll-free routing.
8MS TeXT - A turnkey solution to enable carriers and
RespOrgs to text-enable and deliver texting on tollfree numbers for your customers.
800ForAll.com - An e-commerce website, based on
8MS Cloud, that allows individuals to search for and
reserve toll-free numbers and port those numbers to a
carrier or RespOrg of their choice.
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